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times (min) after shift back to permissive temperature, and the number of foci of the LSTer region per cell was determined. b At all times, less than 3.5% of cells had three or four foci. (Table 1) . In contrast, in the absence of stringent growth, most cells had two well-separate foci of the arrest, the percent of cells (52%) ( to that of catalytic subunit fusion, PolC-GFP (Lemon using a fusion of LacI to a cyan variant of GFP (CFP) (Heim and Tsien, 1996). and Grossman, 1998).
Results

rounds of replication to finish while preventing initiation
In cells with a single focus of Tau-GFP during stringent During asynchronous growth, the majority of cells (83%) had two foci of the LSTer region (Table 3, and ‫%55ف‬ had a single focus ( (Table 1) only ‫,%63ف‬ with the typical exponential growth pattern When DNA replication was stalled in the LSTer region, (Figures 2 and 4) . The lacO array is inserted ‫76ف‬ kbp the majority of cells had a single focus of both the LSTer from the first arrest site (LSTer1) and ‫04ف‬ kbp from the region and DNA polymerase at or near midcell (Table 1; 
DNA polymerase (Figures 2, 3G-3I, and 4). The pattern
LSTer out toward each pole, both of which were either adjacent to or coincident with a focus of DNA polymerof localization of DNA polymerase and the LSTer region described here strongly supports the model that the ase ( Figures 3J-3O ). In these cells, DNA replication has probably reinitiated or is about to initiate at the two DNA template is duplicated by a stationary, centrally located DNA polymerase. After duplication, the two sissister origins prior to cell division. We speculate that initiation occurs at the cell quarters, which are nascent ter chromosome regions then move in opposite directions apart from each other and away from the replisome.
Multifork Replication
B. subtilis, like many other bacteria, is capable of doubling, under optimal growth conditions, in about a third of the time it takes to duplicate the genome. This is accomplished by reinitiating DNA replication from the sister origins before cell division so that there are multiple bidirectional replication forks per cell, essentially giving the replication cycle a headstart on the division cycle. When cells were released from stringent arrest by resuspension in a nutrient-rich medium, multifork replication began to occur in about 20% of cells, as indicated by cells with more than two LSTer foci (Table  3) . After release, we observed cells that had a focus of (Figure 6 ). In other 1999). During chromosome duplication, the same amount words, we suggest that each replication fork duplicates of energy is used whether the polymerase is stationary one entire template strand (one fork for Watson and one or moving. Given the limits of our understanding of the for Crick) instead of each fork duplicating both strands viscosity and crowding of the intracellular environment, from half of the chromosome. Head-to-head bidirecit has been difficult to estimate if spooling the chromotional forks might help to facilitate chromosome separasome through the replisome would be more energetition and also help to limit movement of the replisome. cally cost effective than moving the replisome along the polymerase. We speculate that an added benefit of the The Replisome Is Probably Positioned stationary polymerase, combined with rapid recompacduring Initiation of Replication tion of the DNA after duplication, is the ability to rapidly The simplest model is that DNA replication initiates censeparate newly duplicated regions, thus limiting the postrally or at sites that will become central after cell divisibility of sister chromosomes tangling in the crowded sion, and this establishes the position of the replisome. nucleoid mass. This model is supported by the pattern of origin region localization in both B. subtilis and E. coli which indicates that replication initiates at or near midcell or at positions E. coli Probably Has a Stationary Replisome There is increasing evidence that the gram-negative that will become midcell. In E. coli, the origin region as detected by fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) bacterium E. coli also has a centrally located, stationary replisome. In E. coli, , 1990 ), adenosine (20 g/ml), fragment of hutM extending past the stop codon was PCR amplified guanosine (20 g/ml), thymidine (50 g/ml), and cytidine (50 g/ml). filter sets were used: a Cy3 filter set for FM4-64, Chroma filter set We found that a carboxy-terminal fusion of LacI (minus the last 11 41029 for YFP, and Chroma filter set 31044 for CFP. Images were codons to remove the tetramerization ability) to GFP, or its variants, acquired using a Nikon E800 microscope equipped with a CCD produces a signal that is significantly brighter during exponential camera (Hamamatsu, model C4742-95) and Improvision OpenLab growth than the previously described amino-terminal fusion protein software. Images were colorized and merged using Improvision 
